ABSTRACT: Since its inception, over a decade ago, the field of digital forensics has faced numerous challenges. Despite different researchers and digital forensic practitioners having studied and analysed various known digital forensic challenges, as of 2013, there still exists a need for a formal classification of these challenges. This paper, therefore, reviews existing research literature and highlights the various challenges that digital forensics has faced for the last ten years. In conducting this research study, however, it was difficult for the authors to review all the existing research literature in the digital forensic domain, hence, sampling and randomisation techniques were employed to facilitate the review of the gathered literature. Taxonomy of the various challenges is subsequently proposed in this paper based on our review of the literature. The taxonomy classifies the large number of digital forensic challenges into four well-defined and easily understood categories. The proposed taxonomy can be useful, for example, in future developments of automated digital forensic tools by explicitly describing processes and procedures that focus on addressing specific challenges identified in this paper. However, it should also be noted that the purpose of this paper is not to propose any solutions to the individual challenges that digital forensics face, but to serve as a survey of the state of the art of the research area.
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Over the last decade, the evolution in digital technology has greatly influenced the way we live our daily lives and conduct business. Consequently, as this evolution continues, numerous challenges emerge that are to be faced by the digital forensic domain. The particular problem that this paper addresses is stated as follows. Due to the fact that digital forensics (DF) is still considered a relatively new field in both research and industry, the number of challenges faced in this field is bound to increase in line with Moore’s Law (1). The simplified version of this law states that processor speeds or overall processing power for computers will double every two years, resulting in numerous other challenges in DF.

This paper therefore aims at reviewing existing digital forensic literature and highlights the various challenges that digital forensics have faced over the last ten years. Taxonomy of the various challenges is subsequently proposed in this paper based on our review of the existing literature. The taxonomy classifies the large number of digital forensic challenges into four well-defined and easily understood categories.

The presentation in this paper can be useful, for example, in future developments of automated digital forensic tools as well as in explicitly describing processes and procedures that focus on addressing the individual digital forensic challenges identified. Institutions of higher learning will also find the proposed taxonomy in this paper constructive, especially when developing curriculums and educational material for different undergraduate courses, as well as research projects for postgraduate studies.

Furthermore, the presentation of the taxonomy in this paper is a novel contribution in the digital forensic domain and offers a comprehendible categorisation that may shed more light on existing digital forensic challenges. The taxonomy has been designed in a way to accommodate new categories of digital forensic challenges that may crop up as a result of technological change and domain evolution.

**Background**

As mentioned earlier, DF is a new and growing field in both research and industry (2). It is also considered a branch of forensic science that deals with the recovery and investigation of material found in digital devices, often in relation to digital crimes. By 2013, research in digital forensics has been conducted
for over a decade. However, because of the ever-evolving nature of digital technology, the challenges faced during the recovery and investigations of materials found in digital devices are obviously increasing as well.

For this reason, rigorous and flexible process models and frameworks need to be developed to overcome the different challenges faced by DF. This includes challenges such as the vast volumes of data (3), education and certification, lack of unified formal representation of domain knowledge, legal system challenges, semantic disparities that occur in the domain among others. Developing practical methodologies that can aid in resolving different challenges in DF is inevitable and is as important as the research itself. Besides, for DF to remain effective and relevant to the law enforcement, academia, and the private sector, the domain experts must constantly endeavour to address these challenges.

Recent developments in digital forensics are geared towards standardising the digital forensic investigation process model (4). This development is backed up by the fact that the number of forensic process models that exist has added to the complexity of the digital forensic field (5), hence the need for harmonisation and/or standardisation. In the next section the authors will examine existing related work on taxonomy development in digital forensics.

**Related Work**

Several taxonomies and frameworks have been proposed by different researchers in the digital forensic domain. Most of these taxonomies and frameworks, though, have their major focus on the digital forensic investigation process. Nevertheless, the literature in this regard offered valuable contributions towards the development of the taxonomy of challenges for digital forensics, presented in this paper.

To begin with, in a paper by Altschaffel et al. (6), the authors argue that digital forensic investigations are usually conducted to solve crimes committed by perpetrators and/or intruders using IT systems. They then propose a taxonomy that helps to perform a forensic examination and to establish answers to a set of well-defined questions during such examination.
Efforts by Hoefer and Karagiannis (7), culminated in taxonomy of cloud computing services. Their paper describes the available cloud computing services and further proposes a tree-structured taxonomy based on their characteristics, so as to easily classify cloud computing services and make it easier to compare them. In contrast, the proposed taxonomy in this paper, offers a simplified platform that sheds more light on the classification of existing digital forensic challenges.

Strauch et al. (8) argue that cloud computing allows the reduction of capital expenditure by using resources on demand. Thus, they investigate how to build a database layer in the cloud and present pure and hybrid cloud data-hosting solutions. They then organised the solutions in a taxonomy which they use to categorise existing cloud data-hosting solutions. Lupiana et al. (9), on the other hand, proposed a taxonomy for classifying disparate research efforts in ubiquitous computing environments. Their taxonomy classifies ubiquitous computing environments into two major categories namely: interactive environments and smart environments.

Sansurooah (10) explains in his paper that the increased risk and incidences of computer misuse have raised awareness in public and private sectors of the need to develop defensive and offensive responses. He then compares the different methodologies and procedures that are in place for the gathering and acquisition of digital evidence and subsequently defines which model will be the most appropriate taxonomy for the electronic evidence in the computer forensics analysis phase. Sriram (11), however, argues that in recent years the exponential growth of technology has also brought with it some serious challenges for digital forensic research. Therefore, in his paper, he reviews the research literature since 2000 and categorise developments in the field into 4 major categories. He further highlights the observations made by previous researchers and summarise the research directions for the future.

Kara et al. (3) explains that while many fields have well-defined research agendas, evolution of the field of digital forensics has been largely driven by practitioners in the field. Their paper then goes further and outlines new research categories (taxonomy) and areas identified at the Colloquium for Information Systems
Security Education (CISSE-2008), as well as a plan for future development of a formalized research agenda for digital forensics.

Garfinkel (12) in this paper states that, the golden age of computer forensics is quickly coming to an end. He then summarizes current digital forensic research directions and argues that to move forward the community needs to adopt standardised, modular approaches for data representation and digital forensic processing. In addition, he argues that, without a clear research agenda aimed at dramatically improving the efficiency of both digital forensic tools and the research process, our hard-won capabilities will be degraded and eventually lost in the coming years.

Other related research works on taxonomies also exist, but none of those or the cited references in this paper have to date presented a taxonomy of the different challenges faced by the digital forensic domain in the way introduced in this paper.

Thus: in contrast to all the research efforts referred to above, we propose a taxonomy that classifies the various challenges faced by digital forensics into 4 well-defined and easily understood categories. Nevertheless, the authors acknowledge the fact that the previous work on the proposed frameworks and taxonomies has offered us useful insights into the development of the taxonomy of challenges for digital forensics in this paper. The scope of the proposed taxonomy is explained in the section to follow.

**Scope of the Proposed Taxonomy**

While there are many challenges in digital forensics and several attempts to address specific and/or individual challenges have been done by different researchers. The presentation in this paper is an exceptional effort towards a novel taxonomy of digital forensic challenges based on the review of existing digital forensic literature. The scope of the taxonomy is, however, restricted to the boundaries of the literature reviewed by the authors (not more than ten years old). The authors’ also acknowledge that, the various challenges presented in this paper are not, in whatever way, an exhaustive list. This is backed up by the fact that, it is difficult to gain an exhaustive list - because an exhaustive list is hard to create and even if
created it would not be easy to handle or manage because of its size. The taxonomy, hence, has been
designed taking into consideration the major challenges that digital forensic has faced over the last decade.
The authors, though, did not establish a precise distinction between the old and the most recent digital
forensic challenges in this paper. This is because; some of the challenges captured in the taxonomy are
inherent to digital forensics, e.g. the vast volumes of data. Future research will, however, consider the
possibility of developing an extensive taxonomy with distinctions between the old and the most recent
challenges. The next section, thus, explains in detail the proposed taxonomy of challenges for digital
forensics in this paper.

**The Proposed Taxonomy of Challenges for Digital Forensics**

In this section of the paper, we present a detailed explanation of the taxonomy of challenges for digital
forensics. Table 1 shows the structure of the proposed taxonomy.

The taxonomy consists of four rows arranged from top to bottom with the first row depicting the
technical challenges faced by digital forensics. This is followed by the legal systems and/or law enforcement
challenges in the second row, the personnel-related challenges in the third row and finally the operational
challenges faced by digital forensics in the fourth row.

The various sub-categories of the challenges presented in each of the different rows of the taxonomy
shown in Table 1, however, focuses more on areas that can, for example, be considered when developing
new curriculums and education materials for different undergraduate programmes as well as research
projects for postgraduate studies.

The sub-categories can also be useful when developing dynamic digital forensic tools that focus on
addressing specific identified digital forensic challenges. Organising the taxonomy into categories and sub-
categories was necessary to simplify the understanding of the taxonomy as well as to present specific finer
details of the taxonomy.
Table 1: The Taxonomy of Challenges for Digital Forensics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories of DF Challenges</th>
<th>Identified Subcategories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Technical Challenges</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i.  Encryption</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii. Vast Volumes of Data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii. Incompatibility Among Heterogeneous Forensic Tools</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iv. Volatility of Digital Evidence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v. Bandwidth Restrictions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vi. Limited Life span of Digital Media</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vii. Sophistication of Digital Crimes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii. Emerging Technologies and Devices</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ix. Limited Window of Opportunity to Collection of Potential Digital Evidence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x. The Antiforensics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xi. Acquisition of Information from Small-Scale Technological Devices</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xii. Emerging Cloud Computing or Cloud Forensic Challenges</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Legal Systems and/or Law Enforcement Challenges</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iv. Insufficient Support for Legal Criminal or Civil Prosecution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v. Ethical Issues</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vi. Privacy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Categories of DF Challenges

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories of DF Challenges</th>
<th>Identified Subcategories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3. Personnel-related Challenges</td>
<td>i. Lack of Qualified Digital Forensic Personnel (Training, Education, and Certification)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ii. Semantic Disparities in Digital Forensics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii.</td>
<td>Lack of Unified formal Representation of Digital Forensic Domain Knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iv.</td>
<td>Lack of Forensic Knowledge Reuse among Personnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v.</td>
<td>Forensic Investigator Licensing Requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Operational Challenges</td>
<td>i. Incidence Detection, Response, and Prevention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ii. Lack of Standardized Processes and Procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii.</td>
<td>Significant Manual Intervention and Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iv.</td>
<td>Digital Forensic Readiness Challenge in Organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v.</td>
<td>Trust of Audit Trails</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note still, from the taxonomy in Table 1, that the sub-categories of the challenges listed in column two were only selected as common examples to facilitate this study and should not be treated as an exhaustive list. Therefore, more specific sub-categories of the challenges to each named category can and should be added as the need arises in future.

The major categories of the various digital forensics challenges explored in this study (with their details as shown in Table 1) include: technical challenges; legal systems and/or law enforcement challenges; personnel-related challenges, and operational challenges.

For the purpose of this study, technical challenges include: encryption; vast volumes of data; incompatibility among heterogeneous forensic analysis tools; volatility of digital evidence; bandwidth
restrictions; limited lifespan of digital media; sophistication of the digital crimes; emerging technologies and devices; limited window of opportunity to collect potential digital evidence; anti-forensics; acquisition of information from small-scale technological devices, and lastly the emerging cloud computing or cloud forensic challenges.

Legal systems and/or law enforcement challenges on the other hand focus on jurisdiction; prosecuting digital crimes (legal process); admissibility of digital forensic tools and techniques; insufficient support for legal criminal or civil prosecution; ethical issues, and privacy.

Personnel-related challenges concentrate on, the lack of qualified digital forensic personnel (training, education and certification); semantic disparities in digital forensics; lack of unified formal representation of digital forensic domain knowledge; lack of forensic knowledge reuse among personnel, and the forensic investigator licensing requirements.

Finally, the taxonomy concludes with operational challenges that include: incidence detection, response and prevention; lack of standardised processes and procedures; significant manual intervention and analysis; digital forensic readiness challenge in organisations, and trust of audit trails.

In the sub-sections to follow the various categories, sub-categories of the challenges faced by digital forensics as identified in Table 1 are explained in more detail.

Technical challenges

Technical challenges can be described as those challenges that can be addressed with existing expertise, protocols and operations. Implementing solutions to any of the identified technical challenges often falls to someone with the authority to do so. Knowing that, digital forensics requires a well-balanced combination of technical skills and ethical conduct; some of the identified technical challenges faced by digital forensics are explained in the sub-sections to follow.

Encryption – With the advances in communication technologies such as the Internet, complex encryption products are now widely and easily accessible, presenting the digital forensic examiner with a significant
challenge. Moreover, as encryption standards rise and the algorithms become more complex, it will become more difficult and more time-consuming for specialists to conduct cryptanalysis and then piece together encrypted files into meaningful information (13). Cryptanalysis is described as the science of 'code breaking,' in which an individual reconstructs the original plaintext message from an encrypted version (14) without having a valid decryption key.

There is currently no proven or fully known direct or standardised formula for conducting cryptanalysis. In most cases encrypted data is completely inaccessible without the decryption key. If the suspect refuses to give the key or pleads plausible deniability, the investigator will have to try other methods to acquire the key (15). Although it is now the law in the UK that any encryption key must be given to the police, this is not the case in other jurisdictions, and punishment for not surrendering such keys may be far less severe than the potential punishment for any crime committed (15).

Vast Volumes of data – There has been tremendous growth in the volume of persistent storage – disk storage – used in both personal and corporate systems (16). With the incredibly large volumes of data existing within applications such as Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and as mail systems become larger, the volume and amounts of material being generated are by far not human readable in a lifetime – let alone in the scope of a trial or litigation (17). This has implications not only for the procedures and techniques used by investigators for data acquisition and imaging, but also (and more importantly) for the way in which the digital forensic data is analysed.

Incompatibility among Heterogeneous Forensic Analysis Tools - Digital forensic tools generally differ in functionality, complexity and cost. Some tools are designed to serve a single purpose or provide unique information to examiners, while others offer a suite of functions (18). All the same, most of the existing forensic analysis tools consist of dissimilar elements or parts (design and algorithms) and are consequently unable to work together harmoniously. Besides, some of the tools unable to cope with the ever-increasing storage capacity of target devices. This implies that huge targets pose a challenge as they require more
sophisticated analysis techniques that allow digital forensic investigators to perform forensic investigations much more efficiently (19) thus easing digital investigations.

Volatility of Digital Evidence - Digital evidence is, by its nature, fragile. Almost any activity performed on a device, whether inadvertently or intentionally (e.g. powering up or shutting down) can alter or destroy potential evidence (20). In addition, loss of battery power in portable devices, changes in magnetic fields, exposure to light, extremes in temperature and even rough handling can cause loss of data. Collecting volatile data therefore presents a serious challenge to digital forensic investigators, because doing so can change the state of the system (and the contents of the memory itself).

Bandwidth Restrictions - According to Taute et al. (21), bandwidth restrictions in networks can limit or slow down the digital evidence acquisition process. Since the suspect machine in any network is live and active, digital forensic investigators need to connect to the forensic agent installed on the machine via a network. Copying the data as potential digital evidence from the suspect machine to the forensic workstation might slow down the bandwidth, especially if there are many users utilising the bandwidth at that particular time. Large remote evidence acquisitions may also have to be done after hours to accommodate smaller bandwidth capacities, thus posing a challenge to investigators.

Limited Lifespan of Digital Media - While digital storage media facilitate storage of and easy access to electronic data, they do not provide long-term archival storage (22). This is because, at the core of every digital storage media lies “bit preservation” and the ability to monitor for “bit loss”, hence, any bit deterioration can compromise digital data (23). The life span of some digital storage media is typically short and also well enough known for all to be aware of the risks when using them for preservation purposes (24). This poses a serious storage challenge. In fact, even with the emerging cloud computing, the cloud servers leverage on redundant digital storage media which ensures that, in the event of a hardware failure, the data continues to be accessible from another part of the cloud where it is stored safely.
Sophistication of the Digital Crimes - The increasing sophistication of cyber-crimes poses significant challenges to investigations and digital forensic investigators. According to a report by The Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO) (25), investigators are routinely faced with the reality of sophisticated data encryption, as well as hacking tools and malicious software that may exist solely within memory. Criminals now use anti-forensic techniques that can require endless digital investigations in the case of an attack (26) making it even harder for investigators to get the much needed evidence.

Emerging Technologies - According to Sheward (27), new and evolving technologies create new digital forensic challenges for investigators. Working with a new file system, for example, or even just a new type of file, can require a change in approach or the development of a new technique. While these changes may require slight alterations to well-defined procedures, it is extremely rare to have to deal with a technology that gives a complete transition.

Limited Window of Opportunity for Collection of Potential Digital Evidence - During the collection of potential digital evidence it is important for digital forensic investigators to prioritise which data must be collected first. This becomes a challenge to investigators especially when they are time constrained or when the window of opportunity to collect the data is small (28) or the time to image a system is too short. Investigators must take the necessary steps to ensure that they are able to collect and preserve critical information during this window of opportunity and analyse the data in a method that maintains its integrity.

The Anti-forensics - According to Garfinkel (29), anti-forensics (AF) is a growing collection of tools and techniques that frustrate forensic tools, investigations and investigators. People use anti-forensics to demonstrate how vulnerable and unreliable computer data can be. In order to use evidence from a computer system in court, the prosecution must authenticate the evidence. This also means that the prosecution must be able to prove that the information presented as potential evidence in fact came from the suspect's computer and that it has remained unaltered. Anti-forensics makes it hard for examiners to detect that some
kind of event has taken place and it disrupts the collection of information, thus increasing the time that an examiner needs to spend on a case and casting doubt on a forensic report or testimony (30).

Acquisition of Information from Small-scale Technological Devices - According to Bennett (31), unlike traditional computer forensics on a desktop or laptop computer – where the investigator would simply remove the hard drive, attach it to a write blocker device (thus allowing acquisition of information on a computer hard drive without creating the possibility of accidentally damaging the drive contents) and image the hard drive so as to fully analyse the data – the process to extract information from a mobile device is much more complicated. Moreover, with the continued growth of the mobile device market, the possibility of the use of such devices in criminal activity will continue to increase (32). There are currently numerous manufacturers and models of mobile devices on the market, which results in creating a huge diversity of potential problems and/or challenges to investigators. It becomes extremely difficult for an investigator to choose the proper forensics tools for seizing internal data from mobile devices (32).

Emerging Cloud or Cloud Forensic Challenges - Cloud computing has emerged as an important solution offering organisations a potentially cost effective model to ease their computing needs and accomplish business objectives. However, mixed in with the cloud cost effective opportunities are numerous challenges that need to be considered such as jurisdiction and cloud heterogeneity (33), prior to committing to a cloud service. According to Leslie et al. (34), other challenges faced by the cloud include: safeguarding data security, managing the contractual relationship, dealing with lock-in and managing the cloud. Numerous security challenges also exists e.g. data protection, user authentication, and data breach contingency planning that also need to be addressed.

**Legal Systems and/or Law Enforcement Challenges**

There is an increased awareness in the legal community of the need for digital forensic services to obtain successful prosecutions that could otherwise fail because of unsatisfactory equipment, procedures or
presentation in court (35). Therefore, in the sub-sections to follow, we examine some of the legal systems and/or law enforcement challenges faced by digital forensics.

Jurisdiction - The increasing popularity of cloud computing has made conventional crime detection even more difficult. The very strengths of cloud computing, which allows anyone anywhere in the world to use publicly accessible software to process data stored in a virtual cyber-space location, could be put to devious use by criminals to store incriminating data on a server located beyond the jurisdiction of the courts of their country of residence, preferably in a State with no judicial cooperation treaty with that country (36). This makes court jurisdiction a challenge during prosecution.

Prosecuting Digital Crimes (Legal Process) - According to Lauren (37), prosecuting cyber-crime is no easy task, despite disparate laws. Even with today’s forensic capabilities, legal inadequacies in various jurisdictions (not to mention uneven law enforcement and legal processes) make prosecution a very challenging task. This has created the need for new legislation that allows for digital evidence to be presented in any court of law or civil proceedings (38), as well as for the prosecution of digital crimes.

Current digital forensic investigations are based on the existing legal system or legal processes and supporting laws available. The infrastructure to investigate digital crimes is based on the prevailing cyber-laws, which makes it difficult to adopt specific digital forensic models to carry out digital investigations and prepare court admissible reports (38). Many digital forensic practitioners simply follow technical procedures and forget about the actual purpose and core concept of digital forensic investigation (39).

Admissibility of Digital Forensic Tools and Techniques - Given the enormous volumes of data currently handled by digital forensic investigators, the admissibility of digital forensic tools and techniques used to collect and analyse data is becoming a challenge. As with all other forensic disciplines, digital forensic techniques and tools must meet basic evidentiary and scientific standards to be allowed as evidence in legal proceedings (40). This also means that, the tools, techniques, processes and procedures should be capable of being proven correct through empirical testing. In the context of digital forensics, this means that the tools,
techniques, processes and procedures used in the collection and analysis of digital evidence data must be validated and proven to meet scientific standards if the results from such applications are to be acceptable as potential evidence in criminal cases.

Insufficient Support for Legal Criminal or Civil Prosecution - According to Mercuri (41), digital forensic techniques may be unfairly applied in order to tip the scales of justice in the direction of prosecution. Burgess (42) also states that, in the field of digital forensics (as in the field of law) procedures in civil cases differ somewhat from those in criminal cases. The collection of data and presentation of evidence may be held to different standards, the process of data collection and imaging can be quite different, and the consequences of the case may have very different impacts.

Ethical Issues - According to Bassett et al. (35), there are many ethical dilemmas with which investigators must be prepared to face during an investigation. One of the most common ethical concerns is managing the discovery of confidential data that is irrelevant to the case at hand. The question of what to do with irrelevant information arises. The general code of ethics to follow is that such information must be ignored because it is not relevant to the investigation. However, it is not always easy to ignore such information and any secrets that may be uncovered can weigh heavily on the mind of the investigator. Other ethical concerns may include: acknowledgement of errors by investigators on evidence data; bias during an investigation; maintaining control and responsibility for forensics equipment (35).

Privacy - Privacy issues usually arise in the case of an investigation. Privacy is very important to any organisation or victim. Though, in special cases the investigator may be required to share the data or compromise the client’s privacy to get to the truth. It is possible that the victim organisation may lose trust in the forensic team if, for example, private information is exposed (43). In addition, disclosure of any of the client’s information to the Internet community or the public by direct or indirect means can be a violation of privacy policies as well as the ethical code of conduct. Any type of electronic transaction that leads to disclosure of private information can also be taken as a violation of privacy policies and the code of ethics.
Confidential information should, therefore, be kept private by any forensic investigator. The next section elaborates on the personnel-related challenges faced by digital forensics.

**Personnel-related Challenges**

As with any potential forensic evidence, testimony that clearly establishes that the potential digital evidence has been under the control of responsible personnel and well-trained digital forensic investigators is required to assure the court of the fact that the evidence is complete and has not been tampered with in any way. In the sub-sections to follow, therefore, some of the identified personnel-related challenges faced by digital forensics are explained in more details.

Lack of Qualified Digital Forensic Personnel (Training, Education and Certification)- According to Desai et al. (44), digital forensics (DF) has become an important field due to the increase in digital crimes. However, there is a shortage of trained digital forensic personnel in this field. The competition for employing digital forensic specialists in law enforcement is fierce. Qualified digital forensic experts are a challenge to find, even in the private sector. Even if technically proficient specialists are available, very few are trained or certified to deliver convincing, scientifically valid and expert witness testimony in a court of law or civil proceedings.

Semantic Disparities in Digital Forensics - Digital forensics is a growing field that is gaining popularity among many computer professionals, law enforcement agencies, forensic practitioners and other stakeholders who must always cooperate. Unfortunately, this has created an environment challenged with semantic disparities within the domain (45). Besides, cooperation between the computer professionals, law enforcement agencies and other forensic practitioners, presupposes the reconciliation of the semantic disparities that are bound to occur in the domain which is also a big challenge.

Lack of Unified Formal Representation of Digital Forensic Domain Knowledge - According to Hoss and Carver (2), there is currently no unified formal representation of digital forensic knowledge or standardised procedures for gathering and analysing knowledge. This lack of a unified representation inevitably results in
incompatibility among digital forensic analysis tools. Errors in analysis and in the interpretation of potential digital evidence are more likely where there is no formalised or standardised procedure for collecting, preserving and analysing digital evidence (46).

Lack of Forensic Knowledge Reuse among Personnel - According to Bruschi et al. (47), when detectives perform investigations and manage a huge amount of information, they make use of specialised skills and analyse a wide knowledge base of potential evidence. Most of the work is not explicitly recorded and this hampers external reviews and training. Past experience may and should be used to train new personnel, to foster knowledge sharing and reuse among detective communities, and to expose collected information to quality assessment by third parties. Hoss and Carver (2) adds that the preparation of potential digital evidence may often be inadequate to support legal action in court and/or civil prosecution, because the potential evidence and procedures utilised to extract the digital evidence did not adhere to the acceptable legal practices.

Forensic Investigator Licensing Requirements - In a paper by Schwerha (48), there has been a push in the United States to require digital forensic professionals to become licensed as private investigators. However, there are many reasons why digital forensic professionals should not be required to license as private investigators. Such requirement of licensure will limit the field unnecessarily as there are too many potential jurisdictions worldwide to allow the average practitioner to be licensed in every jurisdiction. Moreover, requiring digital forensic professionals to become licensed private investigators will create a big challenge to most average investigators worldwide. The requirement to be a licensed private investigator has little or no connection to the skill set that is necessary to be a high-quality digital forensics professional (48). In the next section the operational challenges faced by digital forensics are discussed.

Operational Challenges

According to Whitehead (49), digital crimes (perhaps more than any other type of crime), can be international in their operational scope. There is a need for basic guidelines for the evidence collection
process to be established worldwide. This ranges from broad principles that apply to nearly every investigation, through organisational practices so that a minimum standard of planning, performance, monitoring, recording and reporting is maintained, to recommended processes, procedures, software and hardware solutions. In this sub-section of the paper we explain in more details, some of the identified operational challenges faced by digital forensics.

Incidence Detection, Response and Prevention - Conventional IT environments with on-premises data processing mostly rely on an internal security incident management process that uses monitoring, log file analyses, intrusion detection systems, as well as data loss prevention (DLP) to detect intruders, attacks and data loss. According to Beham (50), detecting security incidents is often a challenge especially for cloud users. Moreover, incident response is needed because attacks frequently compromise personal and business data. It is critically important to respond quickly and efficiently when security breaches occur, so as to minimise the loss or theft of information and disruption of services caused by incidents (51).

Lack of Standardised Processes and Procedures - The lack of standardisation in digital forensics seriously hinders the investigation process (52) and makes it difficult to produce legally admissible digital evidence. There is currently no standardised digital forensic investigation process model for recovering potential digital evidence. According to Köhn et al. (5), the number of digital forensic models that exist has added to the complexity of the field. This has, therefore, led to a call for standardisation (4) so as to facilitate the investigation process. Recent research has also urged the need for new forensic techniques and tools that will be able to successfully investigate anti-forensics methods (53).

Significant Manual Intervention and Analysis - In most cases a physical hard drive image will have to be manually inspected and analysed. This process may be simple in a single drive, single partition, or a completely allocated disk drive. However, the process becomes complex and poses a challenge with multi-volume Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID) configurations (54). According to Ayers (55),
digital forensic analysis is a very complex undertaking. Thus, whenever the process is under manual control, mistakes will be made and bias could be introduced, even inadvertently.

Digital Forensic Readiness Challenge in Organisations - According to Mohay (16), forensic readiness is the extent to which computer systems or computer networks record activities and data in such a manner that the records are sufficient in their extent for subsequent forensic purposes, and the records are acceptable in terms of their perceived authenticity as evidence in subsequent forensic investigations. However, Cobb (56) states that digital forensic readiness sounds like a daunting challenge to most organisations.

With the advances in cloud computing, organisations have been forced to change the way they plan, develop and enact their IT strategies. According to Reilly et al., (57) cloud computing has not been thoroughly considered in terms of its forensic readiness. Hence, there is a definite need to consider current best practices to include, for example, certain aspects of digital forensic readiness in the existing practices to address the challenges brought about by lack of forensics readiness in organisations. Barske et al. (58) also adds that, although the need for digital forensics and digital evidence in organisations has been explored (as has been the need for digital forensic readiness within organisations); decision makers still need to understand what is needed within their organisations to ensure digital forensic readiness.

Trust and Audit Trails - The goal of digital forensics is to examine digital media in a forensically sound manner but with additional guidelines and trusted procedures designed to create legal audit trails. The proof of clear and original audit trails play a key role in the user accountability and digital forensics. However, it is possible that an intruder may edit or delete the audit trail on a computer, especially weakly-protected personal computers (59). Sophisticated rootkits that dynamically modify kernels of running systems to hide what is happening, or even to produce false results are also on the increase.

The next section presents a critical evaluation of the proposed taxonomy of challenges for digital forensics.
Critical Evaluation of the Proposed Taxonomy of Challenges for Digital Forensics

The taxonomy presented in this paper is a new contribution in the DF domain. The scope of the taxonomy is defined by the categories of the digital forensic challenges identified in Table 1. The main categories of the challenges as depicted in the taxonomy are technical challenges; legal systems and/or law enforcement challenges; personnel-related challenges, and operational challenges. These categories are further explained in terms of their scope. The sub-categories identified in the taxonomy include examples where applicable. The reader is again reminded that most of the sub-categories identified in the taxonomy were selected as common examples to facilitate this study and do not by any means constitute an exhaustive list.

The proposed taxonomy can be used in the digital forensic domain, for example, to explicitly describe processes and procedures that focus on addressing individual challenges. Moreover, the taxonomy in this paper can also help to map and categorise different digital forensic challenges, as well as create a common platform to share information in the digital forensic domain.

For the sake of training, education and certification, the sub-categories of the digital forensic challenges identified in the taxonomy can be used to give direction to institutions of higher learning, especially when developing curriculums and education material for different undergraduate programmes as well as research projects for postgraduate study. Such areas will help to produce programmes for specialists and generalists for the larger digital forensic industry. The taxonomy can also present new research opportunities to students – especially for those interested in how to resolve specific identified digital forensic challenges.

Developers of digital forensic tools can, further, use the taxonomy to fine-tune digital forensic tools to cover as many sub-categories of challenges as possible in the case of digital forensic investigations. Developers will also find the taxonomy in this paper useful, especially when considering new digital forensic tools and techniques for addressing specific challenges of interest in the digital forensic domain.
The proposed taxonomy can also be used to facilitate the assessment of existing or new tools to fully examine the extent to which it addresses the specific identified digital forensic challenges.

Individuals should also be able to use the proposed taxonomy to carefully and accurately identify and classify – with less effort – the different challenges faced by digital forensics. Without such taxonomy it would be hard and time consuming for anyone to be sure of the existence of certain specific challenges that they would want to explore further.

Finally, the taxonomy presented in this paper has been designed in such a way as to accommodate new categories of challenges and sub-categories that may emerge as a result of technological change or domain evolution. It should be possible for individuals to add new categories and sub-categories of the challenges, including potential modifications in any of the aforementioned categories or sub-categories. To the best of the authors' knowledge, there exists no other work of this kind in the domain of digital forensics; therefore, this is a novel contribution towards advancing the digital forensic domain.

Conclusions

The problem addressed in this paper involved the vast number of challenges faced by digital forensics. Despite numerous researchers and practitioners having studied and analysed various known digital forensic challenges for the last decade, there still exists a need for a formal classification of these challenges. This paper, therefore, presents a taxonomy of the various challenges faced by digital forensics to date. The taxonomy classifies the large number of digital forensic challenges into 4 well-defined and easily understood categories.

With the continued developments and research in digital forensics, the taxonomy can be of value to tools developers in assessing the extent to which existing and new digital forensic tools can address the identified challenges. Institutions of higher education can furthermore benefit from the taxonomy when developing educational material for different undergraduate programmes as well as research projects for postgraduate
studies. The taxonomy in this paper can easily be expanded to include additional categories and sub-categories of challenges that may crop up in the future.

Finally, as part of future work, the authors are now engaged in a research project to try and develop specifications and ontologies that create a unified formal representation of the digital forensic domain knowledge and information even more as a way towards resolving existing endemic disparities in digital forensics. However, much research still needs to be carried out so as to provide directions on how to address many of the challenges faced by digital forensics. More research also needs to be conducted to improve the taxonomy proposed in this paper and spark further discussion on the development of new digital forensic taxonomies.
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